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Introduction {#sec7}
============

Adhesion G protein-coupled receptors (aGPCRs) are cell-surface molecules that mediate intercellular communication via cell-cell and cell-matrix interactions ([@bib21], [@bib51]). With 33 members in humans, they make up the second largest GPCR family, but are the least studied and least understood ([@bib19]). Genetic studies suggest critical roles for aGPCRs in development and immunity and especially in neurobiology (such as brain development \[[@bib4], [@bib49]\], synapse maturation and elimination \[[@bib6]\], myelination of neurons \[[@bib43]\], central nervous system \[CNS\] angiogenesis \[[@bib30]\], and neural tube development \[[@bib9], [@bib31], [@bib60], [@bib67]\]), and link them to numerous diseases including neurodevelopmental disorders, deafness, male infertility, schizophrenia, and immune disorders ([@bib32], [@bib51]). In addition, many aGPCRs are found to be over- or underexpressed in various cancers ([@bib25], [@bib59], [@bib70]), and a recent study reports that aGPCRs are some of the frequently mutated genes in cancerous tumors ([@bib45]). Considering that many drugs target the transmembrane (TM) helices of GPCRs to regulate receptor activity, thereby eliciting the desirable therapeutic effects, aGPCRs may be promising targets for drugs to treat numerous diseases including cancer. Currently, there is no high-resolution structure for the TM domain of an aGPCR. GPCRs from the secretin family have the highest TM domain similarity to aGPCRs, suggesting that aGPCR TM domains might be activated via similar mechanisms ([@bib19], [@bib23], [@bib53], [@bib54], [@bib62]). In addition, the signaling pathways of aGPCRs are largely unknown, making any functional studies difficult to perform. Altogether, further studies of aGPCRs progress slowly owing to these obstacles, and the molecular mechanisms underlying aGPCR signal transduction remain unknown.

Unlike other GPCRs, aGPCRs have large extracellular regions (ECRs) that are autoproteolytically cleaved from their seven-pass TM regions within a conserved GPCR-autoproteolysis-inducing (GAIN) domain ([@bib1], [@bib10], [@bib24], [@bib28], [@bib38]) ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}A). Autoproteolysis occurs between the last two β stands of the GAIN domain, cleaving the receptor into two fragments ([@bib1]): an N-terminal extracellular fragment comprising various adhesion domains and the GAIN domain (lacking its last β strand) and a membrane-anchored C-terminal fragment comprising the TM domain (tethered to the last β strand of the GAIN domain) and the cytoplasmic tail ([@bib28], [@bib34]). Autoproteolysis occurs in the endoplasmic reticulum, and the cleaved fragments of an aGPCR stay associated as a heterodimer even after cleavage ([@bib1]). One of the two models for the activation of aGPCRs is the tethered agonist model, which suggests that aGPCRs are activated by a short peptide that corresponds to the last β strand of the GAIN domain (called the *Stachel* peptide, [Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}A) ([@bib37], [@bib63]). Ligand binding to the ECR is believed to lead to shedding of the ECR, which results in exposure of the previously hidden *Stachel* peptide to the TM domain, leading to receptor activation.Figure 1Lphn1 and Lphn3 Decrease cAMP Level and Increase SRE Level in Transfected Cells(A) Schematic domain diagram of Lphns as a model aGPCR. All aGPCRs have a GAIN domain, a TM domain, and variable other domains. *Stachel* peptide is a tethered agonist. Yellow line indicates *Stachel* peptide and \* indicates cleavage site.(B) β2-adrenergic receptor assay to detect cAMP signaling of rat Lphn1 and human Lphn3 in transfected HEK293 cells. Lphn inhibits ISO-induced cAMP elevation. Signaling data are obtained from n = 3 independent experiments performed in triplicates and represented as means ± SEM. cAMP level was measured by GloSensor assay. Figure modified from [@bib35]. SEM, standard error of the mean.(C) Forskolin assay to detect cAMP signaling of Lphn1 and Lphn3 in transfected HEK293 cells. Lphn1 inhibits forskolin-induced cAMP elevation.(D) Basal activity of Lphn1 and Lphn3 as measured by the SRE-luciferase reporter assay.^NS^p \> 0.05; ∗p ≤ 0.05; ∗∗p ≤ 0.01; ∗∗∗p ≤ 0.001.

Both the secretin family and the aGPCR family receptors are activated by the N termini of short agonistic peptides ([@bib22], [@bib37], [@bib63]). However, *Stachel* peptides of aGPCRs are hydrophobic and prone to β strand formation ([@bib1]), whereas the agonistic peptides of secretin-like receptors fold into α helices ([@bib69]), suggesting differences in the molecular details of the peptide-TM interaction. Although recent structures of secretin-like receptors in inactive and peptide-bound active conformations revealed the molecular mechanism of peptide recognition by the TM, little is known about the molecular details for the activation of aGPCRs by the *Stachel* peptide ([@bib23], [@bib36], [@bib53], [@bib54], [@bib62], [@bib71]). These secretin family structures are extremely valuable for aGPCR studies because more accurate models of aGPCR TMs can be constructed, facilitating studies like this one.

The knowledge of the signaling pathway of a receptor and an *in vitro* assay to monitor downstream signaling has been invaluable in characterizing and drugging the canonical GPCRs. The lack of a robust *in vitro* functional assay for aGPCRs has obstructed both structure/function studies, including the functional characterization of disease-causing mutations, and agonist/antagonist ligand discovery and characterization. In this study, we used latrophilin-1 (Lphn1)/ADGRL1, a key molecule in synapse formation and brain development, as a model aGPCR to study aGPCR function. We established two robust *in vitro* assays to monitor receptor signaling and showed that the endogenous agonist of Lphns, a 14-amino-acid peptide, binds to and activates the receptor. We studied a large set of bioinformatics-based point mutations and disease mutations on the TM region of Lphns and identified mutants that are constitutively active, constitutively inactive, or nonresponsive to the agonist peptide. Intriguingly, we identified a cancer-associated mutation that exhibited high basal activity and abolished the rescue of the embryonic development phenotype in transgenic worms. These results provide the basic groundwork for future drug design against aGPCRs.

Results {#sec1}
=======

Establishment of *In Vitro* Functional Assays to Monitor Latrophilin Activity {#sec1.1}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------------

Latrophilins (Lphn1--3) regulate synapse formation and brain development ([@bib46]). Lphn1 was first identified as the calcium-independent receptor for α-latrotoxin, a black widow spider toxin component that triggers massive neurotransmitter release from nerve terminals ([@bib12], [@bib28], [@bib34], [@bib64], [@bib65]). Mutations of Lphns are associated with attention-deficit/hyperactivity disorder (ADHD) as well as numerous cancers in humans ([@bib2], [@bib25], [@bib45]). Lphns are one of the two aGPCRs that are conserved between vertebrates and invertebrates. In *Caenorhabditis elegans*, the Lphn homolog *lat-1* is required for the alignment of cell division planes to the anterior-posterior axis during development ([@bib31], [@bib44]). In *Drosophila*, Lphn/dCIRL sensitizes the chordotonal neurons to perceive mechanical signals ([@bib57]). In vertebrates, Lphns mediate excitatory synapse formation ([@bib39], [@bib46]). The intracellular signaling of Lphns via G proteins was reported by several studies, including the activation of Gs by rat Lphn1 as well as LAT-1, one of the *C. elegans* homologs of Lphn ([@bib44]); the decrease of cyclic adenosine monophosphate (cAMP) by Lphn/dCIRL in *Drosophila* ([@bib58]); and the increase of intracellular Ca^2+^ levels by rat Lphn1 ([@bib61]); however, the assays used in these studies were not suitable for large-scale mutagenesis screens.

To measure Lphn activity in a signaling assay, we screened several assays that monitor downstream G protein signaling using the basal activity of full-length rat Lphn1 and full-length human Lphn3 (these constructs are used throughout this article unless stated otherwise). The first assay in which we robustly observed basal activity of Lphn was the GloSensor assay (Promega), which reports cAMP levels in mammalian expression systems. A comparison of the background cAMP level in control HEK293 cells (transfected with empty vector) with cells transfected with Lphn1 provided the first indication that Lphn1 may couple to Gi as Lphn1 overexpression decreased cAMP levels ([Figure S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A).

We modified the GloSensor assay in two ways to reliably detect a decrease in cAMP levels: (1) we elevated cAMP level in cells by co-transfecting the cells with the Gs-coupled β2-adrenergic receptor (β2AR) and activating it with its agonist, isoproterenol (ISO) ([Figures 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}B and [S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}B) or (2) we elevated cAMP level in cells by adding forskolin to activate the endogenous adenylate cyclase ([Figures 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}C and [S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}C). Relative to empty vector, overexpression of Lphn1 or Lphn3 decreased the level of cAMP in cells, suggesting the possible activation of Gi. Lphn1 DNA concentration response curves for cell-surface expression of Lphn1 and for the decrease of cAMP levels in cells are as expected ([Figures S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}D and S1E). In addition, we performed direct G protein coupling experiments using human Lphn3 GAIN + TM domains embedded in insect cell membranes. Comparison of empty insect cell membranes with those embedded with Lphn3 showed an increase in binding to purified Gi proteins, suggesting that human Lphn3 couples to Gi ([Figure S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}F). When membranes were treated with urea to induce dissociation of the ECR and *Stachel* exposure, we observed increased coupling to Gi, suggesting that Lphns are sensitive to *Stachel*-mediated activation in this assay ([Figure S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}F).

The second assay in which we robustly observed basal activity of Lphn was a serum response element (SRE)-luciferase assay that reports, among others, activation of G~12/13~, which is upstream of SRE and RhoA ([@bib40], [@bib55], [@bib63]). Overexpression of Lphn1 or Lphn3 in HEK293T cells resulted in increased luminescence compared with cells transfected with the empty vector, showing that the basal activity of overexpressed Lphns can be detected in this assay ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}D).

Latrophilins Are Activated by Their *Stachel* Peptide in the Established Assays {#sec1.2}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Several aGPCRs besides rat LPHN1 and its homologs in *C. elegans* and *Drosophila*, including GPR126, GPR133, GPR64, GPR114, GPR56, GPR110, and GPR116, have been reported to be activated by their *Stachel* peptide, which functions as a tethered agonist ([@bib13], [@bib14], [@bib27], [@bib37], [@bib44], [@bib58], [@bib63]) ([Figures 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}A and 2B). Recent studies showed that addition of the synthesized *Stachel* peptide on full-length receptors *in trans* activated the receptors ([@bib37], [@bib63]). Similarly, truncation constructs starting from the first residue after the autoproteolysis site, thus revealing the *Stachel* peptide free, also displayed dramatically increased signaling ([@bib27], [@bib47]). To test whether these results can be generalized to other mammalian Lphns and to optimize our signaling assays for detecting *Stachel* peptide-dependent activation, we repeated similar experiments for Lphn1.Figure 2*Stachel* Peptide is a Tethered Agonist for Lphn1(A) Schematic diagram for Lphn1 constructs encoding full-length Lphn1, inactive-like TM domain of Lphn1 (TM), or active-like *Stachel* peptide/TM domain of Lphn1 (P + TM). The constructs are FLAG-tagged at the indicated positions. *Stachel* peptide is colored yellow. Asterisk represents autoproteolysis site within the GAIN domain.(B) Sequence alignment of *Stachel* peptides from different Lphns. Identical residues are highlighted in gray.(C) Signaling activity of Lphn1 constructs from (A) as measured by the β2-adrenergic receptor cAMP assay. Cells were pre-incubated with or without pertussis toxin and treated with 100 μM synthetic agonist peptide or solvent. Data are plotted as percentage of isoproterenol response of empty vector-transfected cells. Data are represented as mean ± SEM of three independent experiments, three repeats each (n = 9). SEM, standard error of the mean.(D) Signaling activity of Lphn1 constructs as in (C) in the forskolin cAMP assay. Data are plotted as percentage of forskolin response of empty vector-transfected cells. Data are obtained from one typical experiment performed in triplicate and represented as mean ± SEM (n = 3).^NS^p \> 0.05; ∗p ≤ 0.05; ∗∗p ≤ 0.01; ∗∗∗p ≤ 0.001. NS, Not Significant.

First, we added a synthesized 14-residue peptide (termed P14, TNFAVLMAHREIYQ) corresponding to the *Stachel* peptide of rat Lphn1 onto full-length rat Lphn1 and monitored receptor function in our cAMP assays. Addition of P14 onto Lphn1 decreased the cAMP level in both β2AR and forskolin assays ([Figures 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}C and 2D). Further addition of pertussis toxin (PTx), a specific inhibitor of Gi ([@bib8]), abolished the effect of P14 and brought cAMP levels back to basal activity level, suggesting that *Stachel* peptide-dependent activation of Lphn1 is mediated by Gi ([Figures 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}C and 2D). However, PTx had no effect on the basal activity of Lphn1, suggesting that other signaling pathways mediate the decrease in cAMP levels upon Lphn1 overexpression. To confirm direct interaction between the *Stachel* peptide and the TM domain of Lphns rather than another domain of Lphn, we tested whether a construct encoding the TM domain of Lphn3 binds to a synthesized *Stachel* peptide. Purified and detergent-solubilized Lphn3 TM domain was mixed with synthesized *Stachel* peptide in the presence or absence of a cross-linking reagent, and peptide binding was detected by western blot analysis ([Figures S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}A and S2B). Taken together, these results suggest that *Stachel* peptide acts as an agonist for the TM domain of Lphns when added *in trans*.

Second, to test the role of the *Stachel* peptide as an agonist tethered to the Lphn TM domain, i.e., *in cis*, we designed an active-like construct encoding the TM domain with the tethered *Stachel* peptide of Lphn1 (termed P + TM) and an inactive-like construct encoding only the TM domain of Lphn1 (termed TM) ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}A). To avoid expression problems and potential effects on signaling, both constructs were FLAG-tagged at the C terminus, rather than the N terminus. Overexpression of the P + TM construct displayed increased basal activity compared with full-length Lphn1, whereas the TM construct was less active, although not completely inactive. All mutants responded to P14 peptide addition *in trans,* and peptide response was sensitive to PTx exposure ([Figures 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}C and 2D). The cell-surface expression levels of TM and P + TM constructs were quantified by biotinylation experiments ([Figures S2](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}C and S2D). The cell-surface expression level of TM and P + TM were at similar levels, although both showed decreased expression when compared with the full-length Lphn1. These results suggest that the *Stachel* peptide acts as an agonist when presented to the receptor in a tethered conformation *in cis*.

Mutagenesis of the TM Domain Affects Basal Activity and Peptide Response {#sec1.3}
------------------------------------------------------------------------

Ligand-induced conformational changes of GPCRs transduce extracellular signals to the intracellular part of the receptor and facilitate G protein interaction. Conserved motifs in the rhodopsin family of GPCRs (such as the CWxP motif in TM6, NPxxY motif in TM7, and DRY motif in TM3) are critical for receptor activation upon ligand binding ([@bib3]). To identify essential residues for basal activity and for agonist peptide response in adhesion GPCRs, we performed a mutagenesis screen of the TM domain within the full-length Lphn1 construct using our β2AR cAMP-based signaling assay ([Figure S1](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}C). A homology model of Lphn1 TM domain was generated based on the crystal structure of the corticotropin-releasing factor receptor (CRFR), a member of the secretin family with 29% sequence identity to Lphn1 TM domain ([@bib18], [@bib23]). Over 60 point mutations were designed based on various criteria, including homology to functionally important conserved motifs in the rhodopsin family ([@bib3]), homology to the secretin family in general ([@bib29], [@bib56]), homology to CRFR residues reported to interact with its agonist peptide ([@bib11]), conservation within aGPCRs (including the following motifs: GWGxP \[helix IV\], K/RKLH \[intracellular loop I\], and discontinuous RHE motif \[helix II\]) ([@bib48]), and visual analysis of extracellular loops. In addition, previously reported mutations associated with cancer and ADHD were generated ([@bib25], [@bib45]) ([Figure S3](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [Table S1](#mmc2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}).

The effect of mutations on the function of the full-length Lphn1 was monitored by performing the β2AR cAMP-based signaling assay ([Figures 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}A, 3D, and 3G). Cell-surface expression level for all mutants was quantified using flow cytometry by detecting N-terminally FLAG-tagged Lphn1 on non-permeabilized cells ([Figures 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}C, 3F, and 3I). Approximately half of the mutations had an effect on Lphn1 signaling in the cAMP assay. These mutants were further tested in the SRE-luciferase assay ([Figures 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}B, 3E, and 3H). Our screen revealed mutants that either increased basal activity (colored red throughout [Figures 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} and [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} and [Table S1](#mmc2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}), decreased basal activity (colored green), or affected response of the receptor to the agonist peptide (colored magenta for confirmed mutants and orange for likely mutants). Some mutants had an effect on both the basal activity and response to the peptide (colored blue). All cAMP signaling, SRE signaling, and cell-surface expression data for each mutant as well as the information about the location and conservation of the mutated residues can be found in [Figures 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} and [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, [Table S1](#mmc2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}, and [Figures S5](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S6](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}. Please note that color coding of residues in figures and tables oversimplifies the results, and we recommend referring to the raw data presented in [Figures 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} and [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"} and [Table S1](#mmc2){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.Figure 3TM Mutations That Affect Basal Activity of Lphn1(A--I) TM mutations that have an effect on the basal activity of full-length Lphn1 are shown for the cAMP signaling assay (A, D, and G), SRE signaling assay (B, E, and H), and cell-surface expression quantification (C, F, and I). The mutations are categorized as: (A--C) mutations that map to the indicated conserved motifs from rhodopsin, secretin, and adhesion families; (D--F) mutations that lead to constitutive activity; and (G--I) previously reported cancer-associated mutations that affect Lphn1 signaling. Mutations that abolish receptor response to the agonist peptide are shown in [Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}. One mutation may belong to more than one category. See [Table S1](#mmc2){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for raw data and for other mutants that had no effect. See [Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"} for structural visualization of basal activity mutants. See [Figures S4](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S5](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for raw cell-surface expression data. Mutations that are introduced into transgenic worm are indicated by a cyan star. Basal activity in cAMP assay was detected as percent of wild-type (WT) Lphn1 after activation with 50 nM isoproterenol. The effect of the agonist peptide was detected by pre-incubation with 100 μM synthetic agonist peptide for 5 min before isoproterenol activation. Signaling data are obtained from three independent β2AR co-expression experiments performed in triplicates and represented as means ± SE Basal activity in SRE assay was normalized to empty vector-transfected cells. Signaling data are obtained from three independent SRE experiments performed in triplicates and presented as means ± SE Cell-surface expression for each mutant was obtained from three independent flow cytometry experiments using the same cells as those used for the cAMP assay and presented as mean ± SE Additional DNA titration experiments for some of the mutants with very low or high expression levels are presented on the right side of the panels and were aimed to measure receptor signaling at expression levels comparable to WT. SE, standard error.^NS^p \> 0.05; ∗p ≤ 0.05; ∗∗p ≤ 0.01; ∗∗∗p ≤ 0.001. NS, Not Significant.Figure 4Basal Activity Mutations Mapped on the Modeled TM Structure of Lphn1(A) Snake plot for visualization of basal activity mutations on the transmembrane helices.(B) All basal activity mutations mapped on the Lphn1 TM domain, which is modeled based on the inactive CRFR structure (PDB ID: [4K5Y](pdb:4K5Y){#intref0015}). Mutations that increase basal activity are colored red, mutations that decrease basal activity are colored green, and mutations that increase basal activity and also decrease response to the agonist peptide are colored blue.(C) A cytoplasmic view of the modeled Lphn1 structure showing the basal activity mutants and the mutants that map to conserved region homologous to the NPxxY motif.(D) A view of the modeled Lphn1 structure showing the basal activity mutants that map to conserved regions homologous to the DRY motif and the ionic lock. I1045N mutation (colored magenta) affects peptide response.(E) Cancer-associated mutations on Lphn1 TM domain that affect signaling. V1094I (V1095I in human Lphn1 in upper aerodigestive tract carcinoma), R885L (R886L in human Lphn1 in endometrioid carcinoma), C1098Y (C1098Y in human Lphn1 in endometrioid carcinoma), Y1001F (Y1019F in human Lphn3 in lung adenocarcinoma), and I1045N (I1146N in human Lphn1 in hepatocellular carcinoma) were reported previously ([@bib25], [@bib45]) (colored yellow).Mutations that are introduced into transgenic worm are labeled with a cyan star.Figure 5TM Mutations That Affect Response of Lphn1 to Agonist Peptide(A--C) TM mutations that have an effect on response of full-length Lphn1 to the agonist peptide are shown in the cAMP signaling assay (A), SRE signaling assay (B), and cell-surface expression quantification (C). One mutation may belong to more than one category and might be listed in [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} as well. Mutations that are introduced into transgenic worm are indicated by a cyan star. See [Table S1](#mmc2){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for raw data and for other mutations that had no effect. See [Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"} for structural visualization of peptide response mutations. See [Figures S4](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} and [S5](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"} for cell-surface expression data. See [Figure 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} legend for details about the cAMP assay, SRE assay, and cell-surface expression quantification.^NS^p \> 0.05; ∗p ≤ 0.05; ∗∗p ≤ 0.01; ∗∗∗p ≤ 0.001. NS, Not Significant.

Homologous Yet Different Molecular Features within the TM Mediate Basal Activity {#sec1.4}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Although aGPCRs do not have the motifs conserved in the rhodopsin family, mutagenesis of homologous residues resulted in altered basal activity in Lphn1, suggesting that aGPCRs are activated by molecular mechanisms that are mediated by homologous motifs ([Figures 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, and [S4](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}). For instance, the NPxxY motif that is conserved in the rhodopsin family is replaced by "IFVFH" in Lphn1 ([Figures 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}A--3C). Mutations in this region affected basal activity severely ([Figures 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}A and [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}C). V1094I and nearby V1090A increased basal activity, whereas H1096A decreased basal activity ([Figures 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} and [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}C). Furthermore, I1092A, V1094I, and nearby C1097Y abolished response to the peptide. Among all mutants, the most active mutant, V1094I, is one that was associated with upper aerodigestive tract cancer, previously ([@bib45]) ([Figures 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}G--3I and [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}E). C1097Y is also associated with endometrium cancer. These results suggest that a motif homologous to the NPxxY motif is critical for aGPCR activation.

Another example of a unique aGPCR motif that might act similarly to a homologous one in the rhodopsin family is the DRY motif, which is replaced by a more hydrophobic "HLY" motif in Lphn1 ([Figures 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}A--3C and [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}D). In conventional GPCRs, the DRY motif on TM3 and a glutamate residue from TM6 (replaced by D1043 in Lphn1) contribute to an ionic lock that traps the receptor in an inactive conformation ([@bib5], [@bib20]). In Lphn1, both L947A and Y948A mutations within the "HLY" motif lead to increased basal activity ([Figures 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}A--3C). Furthermore, mutation of a hydrophobic residue on TM6, I1045N, a liver carcinoma mutation, abolished response of the receptor to the agonist peptide ([Figures 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}G--3I and [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}E). The altered activity upon mutagenesis of these hydrophobic residues in Lphn1 suggests a possible hydrophobic lock in aGPCRs instead of the classical ionic lock.

Overall analysis of the dataset showed that the majority of basal activity-altering mutations resulted in increased basal activity, suggesting that mutations disturb the inactive conformation and promote an active conformation ([Figures 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} and [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}B). For instance, only W1063A, G1066A, and H1096A decreased basal activity, whereas V1010A, W939A, V1090A, M1077A, Y970A, and Y948A are among the many mutations that increased basal activity. Mapping these basal activity-altering mutations on the Lphn1 model revealed that the mutations were distributed throughout the TM domain, including distant positions, suggesting long-distance allosteric pathways within the TM fold ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}B). Our results largely agree with the results of a recent study that mutagenized the active-like truncated construct (P + TM) for another aGPCR, GPR112, with some differences that are likely due to the use of full-length versus truncated constructs in these studies ([@bib48]).

Numerous Residues within the TM Are Involved in the Response to Agonist Peptide {#sec1.5}
-------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To identify the residues that are involved in the response of the receptor to the agonist peptide, we looked for mutations that have similar basal activity in the presence or absence of the exogenously added peptide on the full-length receptor ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). These residues were mapped onto the modeled structure of Lphn1 that was generated based on the agonist peptide-bound active structure of the Glucagon-like peptide (GLP1) receptor ([@bib71]) ([Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). Visual analysis revealed that residues that affect peptide response map onto the extracellular face, the middle layers, or the cytoplasmic face of the receptor ([Figures 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}A and 6B). We expect that lack of receptor response to the agonist peptide can be caused by the following different mechanisms. Residues that are on the extracellular face (such as Y1001F, F1069A, A1078G, and A926G) are likely involved in direct peptide binding, which their mutagenesis may abolish ([Figures 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}B--6D). Noticeably, Y1001 is a lung cancer-associated mutation ([@bib25]). Residues that map to the core of the receptor (such as G1060A, G1008A, G1089A, G969A, H946A, and V1094I) likely mediate transmission of the signal from the extracellular face to the intracellular face ([Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}B). These glycine residues likely enable the flexibility of the receptor, which allows the signal to be transduced down the protein. Finally, residues that map to the cytoplasmic face of the receptor (such as R891A, H1096A, H895A, R885A, H946A, Y964A, Y965A, I1092A, and C1097Y) likely mediate receptor activation and G protein binding ([Figures 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}C and 6E). Several mutants including G1060A and V1094I were constitutively active and did not respond to exogenous peptide ([Figure 5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). These results suggest that a large set of residues are involved in the response of the receptor to the agonist peptide.Figure 6Peptide Response Mutations Mapped on the Modeled TM Structure of Lphn1(A) Snake plot for visualization of peptide response mutations on the transmembrane helices.(B) All mutations that affect response of the receptor to the agonist peptide mapped on the Lphn1 TM domain, which is modeled based on the peptide-bound active GLP receptor structure (PDB ID: [5VAI](pdb:5VAI){#intref0020}). Mutations that affect peptide response are colored magenta, mutations that affect both peptide response and basal activity are colored blue, and mutations that likely affect peptide response are colored orange.(C) Superimposition of the model of Lphn1 TM domain (gray) with the GLP1 peptide (red)-bound GLP1 receptor/G protein (green/tan) complex structure (PDB ID: [5VAI](pdb:5VAI){#intref0025}). Lphn1 residues are colored as in B.(D) Close-up extracellular view of (C) showing the modeled Lphn1 TM domain and the GLP1 peptide. Peptide response mutants that map to the extracellular side of the receptor as well as GLP peptide residues important for its interaction with the GLP receptor are shown by sticks.(E) Close-up cytoplasmic view of (C) showing the modeled Lphn1 TM domain and the G protein. Peptide response mutants that map to the cytoplasmic side of the receptor are shown by sticks.Mutations that are introduced into transgenic worms are labeled with cyan asterisk.

The peptide hormone-bound structures of GLP1 receptor and calcitonin receptor revealed that the peptide agonist engages the receptor by binding to a hydrophobic pocket that is generated by the large outward movement of the extracellular ends of TM helices 6 and 7 ([@bib36]). This conformation is accompanied by a 60° kink in helix 6. A large outward movement of the intracellular end of this helix opens the TM to accommodate interactions with the α5 helix of Gαs ([@bib36], [@bib71]). In Lphn1, A926 in TM3, Y1001 in TM5, F1069 in TM6, and A1078 in TM7 are residues on the extracellular face of the receptor ([Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}D). Superimposition of the modeled Lphn1 structure with the peptide-bound GLP1 receptor structure suggests that these residues might be involved in direct peptide binding ([Figures 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}C and 6D). F1069 and A1078 are located at the tips of TM6 and TM7, respectively, where the helices bend out in the calcitonin receptor ([@bib36]). G1060, on the other hand, sits in the middle of the kink in TM6, which enables opening of the TM bundle ([@bib36]). Although *Stachel* peptides of aGPCRs are more hydrophobic and more prone to β strand formation than agonist peptides of secretin receptors, our results suggest that they may share similar molecular signatures for binding to their agonist peptides.

A Cancer-Associated Mutation with Increased Basal Activity Abolishes Lphn Function in *C. elegans* Development {#sec1.6}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

To get insights in the physiological impact of point mutations that alter Lphn1 signaling on an entire organism, we selected the mutations that exhibited the most effect in our *in vitro* assay and mutated them in the Lphn homolog *lat-1* of the nematode *C. elegans*: (1) V1094I (L790A in *C. elegans*), which severely increased basal activity and abolished the response of the receptor to the agonist peptide; importantly, this is a mutation associated with upper aerodigestive tract cancer and maps to TM7 at the NPxxY homology region ([@bib45]). (2) H1096A (H792A in *C. elegans*), which is one of the few mutations that decreased basal activity, although not completely; this mutation abolished agonist peptide response and maps to TM7 at the NPxxY homology region. (3) F1069A (F763A in *C. elegans*), which maps to the extracellular end of TM6 and results in abolished agonist peptide response (these three residues are colored cyan or indicated by a cyan asterisk throughout [Figures 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"}, [4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}, [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}, and [6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). All three mutations yield receptors with expression levels and localization similar to wild-type *lat-1* in *C. elegans* ([Figure 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}A).Figure 7An Overactive Cancer-Associated Mutant Fails to Rescue the Developmental Phenotype of LAT-1 Knockdown in *C. elegans*(A) Expression and protein localization of all three point mutation-containing variants is indistinguishable from wild-type *lat-1::gfp*. Fluorescence images show presence of LAT-1 and the variants at the plasma membrane of pharyngeal muscle cells, neurons in the nerve ring, and the pharyngeal nervous system. Scale bars represent 10 μm.(B and C) The point mutations within the TM of LAT-1 lead to different abilities to rescue fertility (brood size, B) and lethality (individuals reaching adulthood, C) of *lat-1* mutants. All three variants ameliorate the fertility defects observed in *lat-1* mutants similar to a wild-type *lat-1* transgene or a construct comprising the extracellular region tethered to the membrane via the first TM (*lat-1 \[aa1--581\]*) (B). Only LAT-1(L790A) does not rescue lethality, while LAT-1(F763A) and LAT-1(H792A) display the same functionality as a wild-type *lat-1* transgene. Data are shown as percentage of the original brood sizes (C). The wild-type *lat-1* transgene, which rescues fertility and lethality, and a *lat-1(aa1--581)* construct, which only rescues fertility, served as controls. Data are shown as means ± SEM, n ≥ 20, n.s., not significant; \*\*p \< 0.01; \*\*\*p \< 0.001. SEM, standard error of the mean.

LAT-1 plays essential roles in fertility as well as in oriented cell division in embryogenesis ([@bib31], [@bib50]). During embryonic development, LAT-1 transduces a signal cell autonomously via the TM and the cytoplasmic tail mediating a G protein-dependent signal ([@bib44], [@bib50]), whereas its role in fertility requires only the ECR ([@bib50]). Consistently, a *lat-1* null mutant, *lat-1(ok1565)* (hereafter referred to as *lat-1* mutant), shows severe defects in fertility, characterized by a reduced brood size, and in cell polarity during embryogenesis, reflected in a high lethality rate ([@bib31], [@bib50]) ([Figures 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}B and 7C). Expression of transgenic *lat-1* constructs ameliorates these phenotypes and leads to a rescue. This rescue can be read out through the total brood size and the level of developmental lethality in the progeny of transformants. We used these assays to assess the functionality of the three generated LAT-1 variants F763A, L790A, and H792A *in vivo*. All three mutations rescue the fertility defects of *lat-1* mutants and thus are able to fulfill LAT-1 function in this context ([Figure 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}B). Variants carrying F763A and H792A are fully functional receptors as they also rescue the lethality phenotype ([Figure 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}C). Strikingly, the variant carrying L790A failed to rescue the lethality phenotype. Thus, the point mutation L790A leads to a receptor that is not capable of transducing signals into the cell, suggesting that L790A mutation, which corresponds to the V1094I cancer-associated mutation in rat and exhibits high basal activity and no response to the agonist, is critical for proper LAT-1 function during *C. elegans* development.

Discussion {#sec2}
==========

GPCRs are the largest family of cell-surface receptors and are the targets for approximately 30% of currently marketed drugs that treat a very broad spectrum of diseases including neuropsychiatric, cardiovascular, pulmonary, and metabolic disorders; cancer; and acquired immune deficiency syndrome (AIDS). Adhesion GPCRs recently emerged as a novel subfamily of GPCRs with important roles in diverse cellular processes, and they carry the potential to be the targets for the next generation of drugs. However, a molecular understanding of their activation mechanisms is a first step for moving forward. In this study, we focused on a model aGPCR subfamily, Lphns, and completed a thorough study that links *in vitro* molecular understanding of the receptor to *in vivo* function in whole animals.

Our data show an activation of a Gi signaling cascade by Lphn1, which can be stimulated by a 14-amino-acid endogenous agonist peptide. This peptide compares well with a similar 13-amino-acid-long peptide, which has already been used successfully in previous studies on Lphn1 ([@bib44]). The work by Muller et al. has shown that the receptor activates a Gs cascade leading to the formation of cAMP. These results might be explained by the different assays used in these studies. Owing to the different cell systems, expression levels can vary, and thus the possibility of coupling to other G protein families was not fully excluded in the study. We successfully monitored Lphn downstream signaling by intracellular cAMP and SRE-luciferase assays ([Figure 1](#fig1){ref-type="fig"}). A carefully designed mutagenesis screen performed on both assays revealed that approximately half of the mutated residues have an effect on the activity of the receptor ([Figures 3](#fig3){ref-type="fig"} and [5](#fig5){ref-type="fig"}). Importantly, the aGPCR residues that are homologous to the conserved motifs in the rhodopsin family that have diverged significantly, such as the DRY and the NPxxY motifs, are indeed critical for aGPCR function ([Figures 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}C and 4D). For instance, the ionic lock that the DRY motif seems to be replaced by is a possible hydrophobic lock that is still critical for receptor function. Analysis of the entire dataset suggests that although the TM fold of the aGPCRs carries a similar skeleton and works in a similar fashion to other GPCR families, there are major differences in the fine details within the fold.

To study the mechanism of aGPCR activation by the agonist peptide, we first identified the agonist peptide and showed that the peptide can bind and activate Lphn1 both *in trans* (i.e., as added synthetic peptide) and *in cis* (i.e., as tethered to the receptor) ([Figure 2](#fig2){ref-type="fig"}). The residues that are involved in the response of the receptor localize to the entire receptor, as they are likely involved in direct peptide binding, signal transduction, or interaction with the G protein ([Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}). This large dataset is consistent with the numerous allosteric pathways within the TM fold ([@bib15]). Comparison of the GLP receptor bound to GLP with a model of Lphn1 suggests that the mutations on the extracellular face (A926, Y1001, F1069, and A1078) are likely involved in direct peptide binding ([Figure 6](#fig6){ref-type="fig"}D). However, the structure that the agonist peptide adopts when bound to an aGPCR might be different from that of secretin receptor peptides.

Aberrant expression and altered signaling profile of mutated GPCRs contribute to cancer progression and metastasis ([@bib45]). Mutant GPCRs are often overexpressed and constitutively active in various cancers ([@bib17], [@bib25], [@bib45]). Disease-associated mutations were previously reported to change other adhesion GPCR signaling ([@bib26], [@bib52]). We tested cancer-associated mutations of Lphns reported in different types of carcinomas ([@bib25], [@bib45]) and found that the cancer-associated mutations affected basal activity and/or peptide response ([Figure 4](#fig4){ref-type="fig"}E). Remarkably, V1094I ([@bib45]) mutant was constitutively active in both the cAMP and SRE assays, suggesting a possible role for high activity of Lphns in cancer progression.

Introduction of this highly active cancer-associated mutation to transgenic worms (corresponding to L790A mutation in *C. elegans* Lat-1) led to a LAT-1 variant devoid of its function in cell polarity during embryonic development but not in fertility ([Figures 7](#fig7){ref-type="fig"}B and 7C). As it has been shown that the role of LAT-1 in fertility is solely dependent on its ECR but independent of TM or cytoplasmic tail ([@bib50]), it is conceivable that any mutation within the TM does not impair LAT-1 function in this context. However, cell polarity during embryogenesis is controlled by LAT-1 via a signal requiring TM and cytoplasmic tail ([@bib44], [@bib50]). L790/V1094 is located in TM7 at a position homologous to the NPxxY motif essential for transducing the signal into the cell. An amino acid change at this position likely alters LAT-1 signaling capabilities in a way such that it cannot regulate cell polarity.

Introduction of the V1094I mutation into rat LPHN1 leads to an increase in basal activity, whereas the equivalent mutation (L790A) in the homolog LAT-1 in *C. elegans* leads to a loss of receptor function *in vivo*. Several reasons can account for this fact. First, in a living organism, over-activation of the receptor might not have scorable effects. It also cannot be excluded that a highly active variant is detrimental to the organism and that the observed developmental lethality is a consequence of this rather than to a non-active LAT-1. Furthermore, it is conceivable that the motif identified in mammalian Lphns and its impact on receptor integrity and importance for signaling is not comparable to its function in *C. elegans* LAT-1. Both homologs could have evolved differently during evolution, and thus the variants might not exhibit the same properties.

Altogether, these results provide the groundwork for a thorough characterization of the model aGPCR, Lphn1. The data shed light on signaling pathways and *Stachel* peptide-mediated activation mechanism of aGPCRs, and correlate disease-associated mutations to *in vivo* function.

Methods {#sec3}
=======

All methods can be found in the accompanying [Transparent Methods supplemental file](#mmc1){ref-type="supplementary-material"}.
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